Happy Vernal Equinox / Natural New Year
Wake up and smell the Earth…
Spring has Sprung for
the Gregorian 2016 calendar. I trust the aboriginal people all over
the planet earth, specifically in the North Hemisphere, go through a
productive Anthesis,
influenced by the cosmos like all other natural living things earth
born.
I send out positive energy that the stations of
the sun, that lead to victory, will wake up all
dormant things, including the productive
thoughts of the natural
people. Thereby all
Moors will become active and not passive.
Whereas, it is the natural function of the sunrays penetrating the Earth / Cosmos that cause vegetation / Flowers to grow. I emphasis it is the magnetic mother, the Moon that correlates in harmonic conjunction /co-operation with the sun, and
has an effect on we, the natural people of the natural land as well.
Before going into “Easter” history/cosmo information, I would like to dedicate my honor to the season, and to
Noble Drew Ali, by quoting a lesson from the Circle 7 directly analogous to the Picture of the Moor and the
“flowers”/Spring time, and correlates with the “Unity of Life.”
Life Based / Analogy Lesson: “The man who spends his time in pulling other peoples weeds
can have no time to pull his own, and all the choicest flowers of life will soon be choked and die,
and nothing will remain but darnel, thistles and burs.” Reference: Circle 7 Holy Koran Chapter
9:24. Note: The life lesson is to realize you must be endeavored with Self first.
The Natural New Year is March 21st , the Vernal / Spring Equinox. Originally and Historically Easter was
celebrated on the Vernal / Spring Equinox. This 2016 Gregorian calendar year, Easter, decided by the Nicean
Council, is in the same week. ..… let us analyze why this so called Easter celebration is mutable every year.
In the year 787 A.D. the Second Council of Nicaea met to determine the date of the celebration of Easter,
which was decided to be the 1st Sunday after the 1st full moon after the Vernal / Spring Equinox, which brings
in the spring season. In this Gregorian calendar year 2016; Spring came on Tuesday 21st; full moon was
Wednesday 23rd and the first Sunday 27th.
It has been asserted that the Second Nicean Council, corresponds with the 7th of the “Ecumenical Council”
meetings. Note: The Nicene or Nicea creed was professed by Christians. Constantine was the head of the
first people to claim conversion to Christianity and established the first Nicean Council in 325 A.D. Constantine’s father became Caesar, or a Caesar, as it is a Christian title.
Definition of “Ecumenical Council”: in church history; a general council or assembly of prelates
and divines, representing the whole church, as the council of nice. Reference: Page 385 Websters
Unabridged Dictionary—Published year 1936. G.C.
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At any rate and whatever Council, political
or religious customs
and / or beliefs, affiliations, historical backgrounds, etc, that one
finds themselves a
party to, it is of great
interest and importance to notice that it
is the common universal religious celestial
movements of the cosmos that underline,
surround, effect and
dictate the celebrations, as they are celestial vibrations, such
as the Vernal / Spring
Equinox.
As well, astrology or
astro-logics have all to
do with the “Judicial
System”— the Law — All Law. Below is a reference to substantiate that fact:.
Definition of “Judicial”- in astrology: Giving judgments regarding future events.
Reference / Source of Law: Websters Unabridged dictionary page 913 as definition of judicial.
That being said, we know Easter is dealing with the cosmos, specifically the Eastern Star / Ishstar / Astarte,
Venus and is correlative to fecundity / fertility. The Spring Equinox represents the harmonic cooperation of the
fertility of the earth in conjunction with the Sun in the Northern hemisphere. Thus comes the ascension of the
Sun rays influences the ascension of the earth’s flowers, leaves on trees, fruits, vegetations and greener grass—
nature’s new year. Seasons are ushered in by the stations of the sun.
Constantine instructed that Christians and non-Christians should be united in observing the venerable day of the sun, or Sunday referring to the sun-worship. Furthermore, and long after his
oft alleged conversion to Christianity, Constantine's coinage continued to carry the symbols of
the sun. Even after the so-called pagan gods had disappeared from the coinage, Christian symbols appeared only as Constantine's personal attributes: the chi ro between his hands or on his
labarum, but never on the coin itself. Even when Constantine dedicated the new capital of Constantinople, which became the seat of Byzantine Christianity for a millennium, he did so wearing
the Apollonian sun-rayed Diadem; no Christian symbols were present at this dedication.

Note 1: Chapter 35:2 of Circle 7 Holy Koran (below) shows the contrast of
Christianity and the Islamic Moslem /Muslim Creed.
2. The sun is not Allah, though his noblest image. He enlighteneth the world with his
brightness; his warmth giveth life to the products of the earth. Admire him as the creature, the instrument of Allah, but worship him not.

Note 2: They called the aboriginal and indigneous Moors pagans, and it was the Moorshead that were originally on coins along with icons of the Sun. Later, the modern European substituted themselves on
these coinages and on the Federal Reserve Notes of today, wherein they honor and make idols of
themselves. However, the current day American National Constitution—the Supreme Law of the
Land, keeps the divine principles of cosmology / astrology in both Article 1 and Amendment 1. In
Article 1: Section 10 it says that the only lawful money is gold and silver coins, as gold and silver
are the symbolic metals representing the Sun and the Moon, and in Amendment 1, Religious Freedom is preserved.

Note 3: “The Guiders of the Nation come out from “Sunday School”, as stated in Act 5 of the MSTA By-Laws, and
is also an acknowledgement of cosmology. As well, in Chapter 1 of the Circle 7 Holy Koran, it says: “let
him know that cherubim and seraphim that rule the stations of the sun and spirit of the mighty Allah who
rule the solar stars are his protectors and his guide, and they will lead to victory.”

Christianity as a religion was born out of the desire to be freed from slavery and tyranny suffered at the hands of
the ‘jews”, which were the aboriginal copper-toned people, not the modern day pale-skinned so-called jews of
today. The origins of calling one a ‘jew’ comes from the fact that a jew is one who possesses a jewel of knowledge, as Yehoshauh (Jesus) was. Rabboni or Rabbi is a title indicating the level of knowledge obtained by the
Jew-El. Yehoshuah (Jesus) is referred to as a Rabbi / Rabboni in what is known as the ‘biblical’ scriptures commonly used today. At the same time, Rabbi is considered today to be a title of clergy in a modern day jewish
synagogue.
Constantine made new laws regarding the Jews. They were forbidden to own Christian
slaves or to circumcise their slaves. Reference: About Constantine—Wikipedia
So, the ‘Jews’ had slaves and it was those slaves who rose to establish Christianity for their earthly Salvation.
It is true that the unseen creates the seen and man must learn by signs and symbols. However, keep in mind that Constantine and the early followers and establishers of Christianity lacked wisdom to truly inner-stand what they could
not see, such as the element of air. Much of what they did see, as far as worship with icons relative to Moors, is idolatry. The Pope to this day, idolizes the Moabite / Moorish woman (fertility) and child image. Christianity became a
political jurisdiction influenced by true religion. The influence of true religion astrology / judicial astrology, is not
what is taught in alleged religious institutions today. Christianity was not established for the earthly salvation of
the natural and aboriginal people, Moors / Asiatics. See Chapter 46 of the Circle 7 Holy Koran.

Happy Natural New Year / Spring Season / Easter.
Wake up and smell the Earth!!!
Peace On Earth and Good Will To All Men

